
CHAPTER IX

UNDAMPED* OSCILLATIONS BY THE ARC METHOD

1. THE VARIOUS ARRANGEMENTS

123. The Problem and Its Solution by V. Poulsen. The requirements

which undamped oscillations must meet in order to be of use for radio-

telegraphy are as follows:

1. Their frequency must lie within the range used in wireless telegraphy

(i.e., N must be between about 10 6 and 4 X 10 4 cycles per sec., corre-

sponding to values of X from 300 to 8000 m.).
2. Their energy must be sufficiently great, and

3. Their amplitude and frequency must be nearly enough constant for

radio purposes.
The arrangement by means of which undamped oscillations can be

produced in a condenser circuit is that shown in Fig. 244, in short it is

the same as that by means of which a quenched gap circuit can be ex-

cited with direct current. Whether this arrangement will give undamped
or damped oscillations depends upon the construction of the condenser

circuit, the nature of the gaseous gap, F, the dynamo voltage, the re-

sistance and self-induction of the supply circuit and, finally, upon whether,
and if so to what extent the condenser circuit is coupled to a secondary
circuit.

a. ELIHU THOMSON and N. TESLA, later also R. A. FESSENDEN, made

early 200 use of this arrangement for the purpose of continuously exciting
the natural oscillations of a condenser circuit by means of direct current

[Art. 115]. It is highly improbable that either THOMSON or TESLA suc-
ceeded in actually obtaining undamped oscillations of such frequency
and energy as come into question for radio-telegraphy. THOMSON'S

spark gap (the arc) had solid metallic electrodes in air at atmospheric
pressure; with such electrodes, however, and potentials of not much more
than 1000 volts, it is hardly possible to obtain undamped oscillations at

* By "undamped oscillations," the author understands oscillations of which the

amplitude remains unchanged from period to period (in the arc method, oscillations
of type / or 77 [Arts. 130 and 131]). The designation "continuous" oscillations is

also frequently used. But against the use of this term stands the existence of con-

tinuous oscillations whose amplitude varies from period to period (see Fig. 290 and
Art. 109e). The name ''continuous" is therefore not sufficiently specific for the case

in question.
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high frequency, of sufficient regularity to meet even the most modest
radio requirements. TESLA made some use of carbon electrodes, which
are far more apt to make the production of undamped oscillations feasi-

ble; but even if he obtained undamped oscillations, their frequency can-
not have been very high, as even his highest discharge frequency gave

an audible tone.

Then, somewhat later, W. DuoDELL 201 experimented with the ar-

rangement of Fig. 244 using carbon electrodes and undoubtedly obtained
undamped oscillations in this way. In fact he at that time discussed the

essential condition for their production and through his experiments this

method of generating oscillations became quite popular.

Soon after this the action of damped oscillations as used in radio-

telegraphy was investigated more thoroughly and the .advantages of

low damping in the transmitter became evident. From then on un-

damped oscillations were the sole aim of nearly all working in this field.

But difficulties were encountered when it was attempted to bring the

frequency up high enough for radio purposes with DUDDELL'S arrange-

ment. Hence, after a long series of unsuccessful attempts it was con-

cluded that it is impossible to obtain undamped oscillations of frequencies

above 100,000 cycles per sec., with DUDDELL'S arrangement using carbon

electrodes for the arc. However, WERTHEiM-SALOMONSON 202 disproved

this theory by obtaining oscillations at 400,000 cycles per sec., using

DUDDELL'S method. But the amount of energy which could be drawn

from these oscillations was so slight, that his results could not yet be

considered a practical solution of the problem of generating undamped

oscillations for radio-telegraphic purposes.

b. This problem was first solved by PouLSEN. 203 He soon showed

that the arrangement of Fig. 244 would give undamped oscillations at

radio-frequencies and sufficient energy, if modified as follows:

1. The gap (or arc, F, Fig. 244) is placed in hydrogen or a gas contain-

ing hydrogen.
2. The positive electrode of the gap (or arc) is of copper, preferably

cooled by circulating water, retaining carbon only for the negative elec-

trode.

3. A magnetic field is caused to act upon the arc (magnetic blow-out).
Furthermore, in order to improve the regularity of the oscillations,

which is of great practical importance, we should add another require-

ment, viz.,
4. One of the electrodes (the carbon) is slowly revolved about its axis.

The Poulsen arrangement ("Poulsen generator," "Poulsen arc") is

therefore in principle that shown in Fig. 265, in which, however, the nec-

essary auxiliary apparatus for rotating the one electrode is omitted.

The two iron cores with direct current flowing through their windings

provide the magnetic blow-out.
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The requirements as given by Poulsen are not of equal importance.

A hydrogen atmosphere in the arc, perhaps in conjunction with the par-

ticular materials chosen by him for the electrodes, suffices to secure the

high frequency needed for radio-telegraphy with sufficient regularity of
the oscillations. The magnetic field is required only and apparently

is even then not absolutely essential if a very great amount of energy
is wanted from the condenser circuit.

c. The TELEFUNKEN Co. 204 arrived at a somewhat different solution
of the problem through
tests made at the sugges-

tion of H. TH. SIMON.

The Telefunken "high fre-
quency lamp" is character-
ized by the following points
(Fig 266) :

1. As in the

FIG. 265.

POULSEN

the negative
arc is of

generator,

electrode at the

carbon, the positive, of copper, the latter being water-cooled.

2. The arc burns in a hollow in the copper electrode, hence in the gases

or vapors produced by the arc.*

3. A number of such arcs are joined in series.

Fig. 267 illustrates the construction of one of these lamps; this form

was used for a time in connection with wireless telephony, but is no longer
in use. 205

124. Commercial Construction of
the Poulsen Generators.! a. Figs.
268 (C. LORENZ Co.) and 269 206 show
the earliest construction of the

POULSEN generator with transverse
magnetic field, according to the dia-
gram of Fig. 265. The part con-'
taining the heavy cooling vanes which
is known as the "flame chamber"
encloses the two horizontal electrodes which can be brought together
for an instant at starting by means of a lever arm (at the upper right
of Fig. 268). The large coils with their iron cores furnish the horizontal
magnetic field across the inside of the flame chamber, and the small
motor serves to revolve the carbon electrode.

b. A second, considerably different form of construction used for radio-

* Similar to the burning of flaming arc-lamps.

t The credit for developing the construction of the POULSEN generators rests
with the former AMALGAMATED RADIO-TELEGRAPH Co. (in particular with MR. RAUSCH
YON TRAUBENBERG 207

) and the C. LORENZ Co.'s telephone and telegraph works.

FIG. 206.
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FIG. 268.
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FIG. 269.

telephony and wherever there is no need of great amounts of energy,
is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 270. The arc is vertical, the copper

electrode, which is formed with large vanes
(R), is at the top and the carbon electrode,
which is made of a short piece of homogeneous
carbon, is at the bottom. The magnetic field
is produced by a single winding, S, having a

vertical core, Eij and the course of the magnetic
lines of force is guided by means of an iron ring,
EZ, at the end of the copper electrode. The
effect of the magnetic field is to cause the arc
to move slowly about in a circle.

An actual construction of this form of

POULSEN generator is shown in Fig. 271.

The principal object attained by the mag-
netic field of this second form is that the arc is
constantly moving about from point to point,
so that rotating the electrodes becomes super-

fluous. The disadvantage of this form, however, is that this arrange-
ment makes it impossible to secure the same magnetic field strengths or
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to use them to their best advantage, so that it is not possible to obtain
as high energy in the oscillations as with the form having a transverse
magnetic field.*

c. The hydrogen atmosphere was formerly obtained by causing a

stream of hydrogen gas to flow through the case of the POULSEN generator.
The hydrogen was either taken

1 directly from tanks, as marketed,
or chemically prepared in special
apparatus by the decomposition of
water.

The method lately in common
use is much simpler. A small feed

cup similar to lubricating oil cups

(see Figs. 268 and 269) is located
over the case and is filled with
alcohol which continuously drips
into the flame chamber where it is

vaporized.

125. Use of the Poulsen Arc
for Measuring Purposes. 115 For
measurements, maximum regular-
ity of the oscillations, rather than
a great amount of energy is the

Gas

fas

FIG. 271. FIG. 272.

essential,

does not
Therefore a transverse magnetic field is undesirable as it

tend toward constant regularity [Art. 136c]. Moreover
* The KNOCKROE 208 Station, which was operated with 10-15 kw. oscillatory

energy, had a transverse field of 10,000 lines of force per sq. cm. The CuLLERCOATs 208

Station (5 kw.) was equipped with a POULSEN generator of the second form. The
energy which can be drawn from the oscillations is claimed to be about 19 per cent,

of the total energy supplied by the D.C. generator. 207

15
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it is very important that the condenser is not of too great capacity

[Art. 135c].

a. For some purposes the simple form of lamp shown in Fig. 272

(F. KIEBITZ) suffices: P is a copper plate or disc cooled by water on top

and K is an adjustable carbon electrode. Hydrogen bubbled through

acetone is recommended for the atmosphere in the arc chamber.

FIG. 273.

6. The Physikalisch-technische Reichsanstalt has designed a POTJLSEN"

generator for measuring purposes which gives particularly constant

oscillations, but very little energy.

"In this lamp the arc burns between a cooled outer copper cylinder of 23 mm.

inside diameter and 30 mm. high and the surface of a homogeneous carbon,
22 mm. thick. A magnetic field in the direction of the axis of the carbon and

whose strength is adjustable, keeps the arc in constant rotation, thereby prevent-
ing the carbon from burning off unevenly. Three screws at the ends of the carbon
serve for centering it with respect to the copper tube and are so arranged that this

adjustment can be conveniently made even while the lamp is burning. The
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magnetic field is produced by a coil through which the arc current flows. The
current is furnished by a storage battery at 240 volts. A suitable series resistance
can be conveniently made from Nernst iron resistors."

c. Pig. 273 shows a POULSEN lamp of the C. LORENZ Co., designed espe-

cially for measuring purposes. It is provided with an automatic regulat-
ing device (which can be seen under the lamp proper in Fig. 273) for the
arc and is claimed to give very constant oscillations for long periods.

126. Circuit Connections of the Poulsen Transmitter. a. Coupled
Poulsen Transmitter. In the first period following the discovery of POUL-

SEN, the same method of working as in the BRATJN transmitter was used,

probably universally, i.e., the POULSEN generator was connected into a

condenser circuit and the antenna coupled thereto.

To be sure, the condenser circuit of the POULSEN transmitter was quite
different from that used by BRAUN. Of the requirements for the POULSEN
circuit, viz.,

1. Lowest possible damping, and
2. Comparatively little capacity and large self-induction,

the latter is in direct contrast with those of the BRAUN transmitter, where
the capacity is chosen as great as possible [Art. 106d]. The first require-
ment caused the use of air or oil condensers, to prevent the loss due to
dielectric hysteresis which occurs in solid dielectrics. Moreover, the use

of air or oil condensers involves no such difficulties with undamped os-
cillations as with the BRAUN transmitter, as in the former much lower po-
tentials (at most a thousand, usually only a few hundred volts) and much
less capacity* are used.

The coupled POULSEN generator is still in use for wireless telephone
work (Chap. XIV), in exceptional cases also for wireless telegraphy.

The coupling between the primary circuit and antenna was inductive
and loose in the POULSEN station at KNOCKROE. 208 Occasionally, how-

ever, very close coupling was used. A medium degree of coupling is said
to be undesirable, as this tends to make the frequency jump back and
forth between two limiting values. f

b. The uncoupled Poulsen transmitter. If antennae of relatively
large capacity are used and coils of considerable self-induction are in-
serted in these, then the ratio of supplied to useful (converted) energy and
of capacity to self-induction are about the same for a POULSEN generator

*The capacity of the POULSEN station at KNOCKROE, 208 intended for transatlantic
service was only 0.03 mf ., while the BRAUN transmitter at NAUEN had 0.4 mf . and the

MARCONI station at CLIFDEN had 1.6 mf. (air condensers) capacity [Art. 108a].

f It is usually stated that first one, then the other "of the two coupling waves'*

appears. The author is not aware, however, whether it has ever been proven that
the two oscillations, which are apt to occur alternately in the POULSEN transmitter,
are identical with the two oscillations which occur simultaneously in the coupled

transmitter producing damped oscillations.
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as for a normal condenser circuit. In this case, therefore, there is nothing

to be gained by coupling the antenna to a condenser circuit and it is cus-

tomary to connect directly into the antenna, which results in a particu-

larly simple arrangement.

If the antenna capacity is relatively small the arrangement of Fig. 205

[Art. 986] the POULSEN arc being placed between A andE is often used.

This is frequently referred to as the "fly-wheel connection/' 209

127. Devices for Producing Signals. a. For telegraphing with
damped oscillations a key which alternately makes and breaks the circuit

is sufficient [Art. 116]. For undamped oscillations this is not so simple,

for the following reasons:

The distance between the electrodes which is the most favorable for

the production of the oscillations, is generally greater than the gap length

which the dynamo voltage would jump across and form an arc. Hence

it does not suffice to simply close the supply circuit by a key in order to
ignite the arc.

This could be overcome in two different ways. Provision could be

made by means of properly connected condensers, inductances and also

transformers for producing a higher potential sufficient to form the arc,

whenever the supply circuit is closed. Or again, the key could be so

arranged that whenever it is closed the electrodes are brought into con-

tact with each other or very close together.

Both methods, however, have a great fault. It is comparatively

difficult to keep the frequency and amplitude of undamped oscillations

constant. Hence it is of the greatest importance to leave those condi-

tions, which affect the oscillations, unchanged. It is evident that if the

supply circuit is continually opened and closed, it becomes practically
impossible to obtain fixed conditions and oscillations of the requisite

constancy.
It follows that in all devices intended for sending telegraphic signals,

i.e., for alternately transmitting and suppressing the waves, provision

must be made for a minimum effect upon the oscillations.

b. The following are but a few of the many more or less successful

arrangements which have been proposed for this purpose.
The arrangement of P. O. PEDERSEN, 210 illustrated diagrammatically

in Fig. 274, is intended for use in the coupled POULSEN generator and seems

formerly to have been used in all the POULSEN stations. If the left end

of the key, T, is pressed down, the aerial is connected to the coil /S 2.

Upon releasing T, the condenser circuit, SzCLR, is completed and oscilla-

tions induced in it by the primary circuit, 7. The capacity self-induction

and decrement of the condenser circuit, S2CLR, are made the same as

the corresponding values of the aerial. Hence the primary circuit finds

exactly the same conditions in the secondary in either position of the

key.
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For the case of direct connection of the antenna to the POULSEN
generator, the C. LORENZ Co. 210 proposes the insertion of an iron resist-

ance in series with a condenser circuit* in the antenna and short-circuiting

both by means of a key when telegraphing.

c. In PEDERSEN'S ISI apparatus for rapid telegraphing, a small portion

1

R

FIG. 274.

of the inductance inserted in the antenna is usually short-circuited so

that the waves radiated by the antenna are somewhat shorter than the
natural wave-length of the receiver. When signals are to be trans-

mitted, this short circuit is then opened and the receiver responds to the

waves.

128. The Multitone Transmit-
ter of C. Lorenz. 211 Aside from
the direct application of un-
damped oscillations to radio-teleg-
raphy, W. BURSTYN proposed the
use of the undamped oscillations
of a condenser circuit the "tone
circuit" of relatively low fre- FlG 275
quency, for affecting the spark of
a quenched gap circuit by the particular period of this tone circuit, so

* The condenser circuit is connected into the antenna like that (ALBCA) shown in

Fig. 205. The condenser circuit causes an increase in the wave-length of the oscilla-

tions, whose amplitude is decreased because of the energy consumed in the added

iron resistance.
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as to produce a tone of this period (or frequency) in the receiving

telephone. (This is called a tone transmitter.)

Fig. 275 is a sketch of the connections. CLTF is the quenched spark

gap circuit. The supply circuit, LoR Q, is fed by the direct-current gen-

erator, M. The tone circuit, CiLi, consisting of a large condenser, Ci,
and an inductance, LI, is connected in parallel to the spark gap, F. This
condenser circuit oscillates (undamped) and the effect is about the same

as if the direct current supplied by the dynamo had an alternating cur-

rent (as from an alternator) of the same frequency as that of the tone

circuit superimposed upon it.

FIG. 276.

The C. LORENZ Co. has specialized in the construction of this ar-

rangement under the name of "multitone" transmitter (Fig. 276). The
condenser C of the diagram (Fig. 275) is the mica condenser seen at the
lower left-hand corner of Fig. 276, and the spark is that shown in Fig. 233

[Art. 11 Id], The coil LI is built with an iron core and can be seen

back of the spark gap in Fig. 276. The electric constants are so chosen

that the discharges of the circuit ~CLTF (Fig. 275) are of the form dis-
cussed in Art. 109e, i.e., we have a case of impulse excitation.

By means of a keyboard (on the top of the case in Fig. 276) various
numbers of turns of the winding LI (Fig. 275) can be chosen, so that the
frequency of the tone circuit and hence the tone in the receiving tele-
phone can be very easily varied in this way. This simple choice of tone
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forms an advantage of this method as compared to tone production by
means of an alternator, although the latter of course offers a far greater
range in the amount of energy used.

2. STUDY OF THE ACTION* OF THE ARC

129. Characteristic of the Arc. Under the term characteristic of
the arc (or of some other current carrying conductor) we understand a

curve whose abscissa are proportional to the current in the arc and whose

ordinates are proportional to the potential difference between the
electrodes.

a. Experimental Determination. The direct-current characteristic

(so-called "static characteristic") is obtained by simply measuring the
current with an ammeter, the

potential with a voltmeter and

then plotting the values so ob-
tained in curve form.

If, however, the current

varies with time as, e.g., an alter-

nating current, the characteristic
may be found by means of the "

BRAUN tube, used as shown in
Fig. 277.f The curve over
which the spot on the screen of the BRAUN tube moves, is the character-
istic for that particular variable current ("dynamic characteristic").

b. The Static Characteristic of the Arc. 107 In Art. 96, it was shown that
with direct current, within certain limits the voltage across the arc, V, in
terms of the current, /, is

where a and b are constants. Hence, the characteristic is an equilateral

hyperbola (Fig. 278). It is said to be a "falling" characteristic, as an in-
crease in the current corresponds to a decrease in the voltage.

For very large currents

V = constant = a

* The explanation of what takes place in the arc method is due primarily to

W. DUDDELL, A. BLONDEL, H. TH. SIMON and H. BARKHAUSEN. 212 There seems

lately to have been a widespread impression that the work of these investigators
effected POULSEN'S invention, i.e., as if POULSEN had simply drawn more or less evi-
dent conclusions from existant theories. This, however, is an anachronism. POULSEN

applied for his patents in 1902 and 1903, i.e., 2-3 years previous to any of the theo-
retical work which might come into consideration.

t CiC2 are small plates for the purpose of electrically deflecting the cathode rays;
A is the conductor whose characteristic is being determined.
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For very small currents, the equation given above does not hold, par-
ticularly when / = 0, V does not become infinity, but

V = Vz

i.e., equal to the discharge, "ignition, " or breakdown potential which is just
sufficient to jump across the gap. In Art. 42 it was shown that this value

depends upon the shape of the electrodes and the distance between them,

and also upon the nature of the gas in the gap. It is far greater than the

potential which exists across the electrodes of the arc, while the latter is

burning with even moderate intensity* [see Table V].

FIG. 278. FIG. 279.

c. The dynamic characteristic for alternating current has the shape of
the curve shown in Fig. 279. The following important points about it are

noticeable :

1. The value of the potential corresponding to a given current value
is not the same when the current is increasing as when it is decreasing.

Also there is a phase displacement between the current and the voltage;
the latter is not at its maximum at the same instant as the current, f

2. The discharge potential, Vz , i.e., in this case, the potential at which

* If the distance between the arc lamp carbons is ^ mm., then Vz is in general

more than 1000 volts, while the potential, at the time the arc is burning, is of the

order of 50 volts.

f As these relations are very similar to those which exist between magnetic force

and magnetic field strength in iron, H. TH. SiMON 212 has given the phenomenon the

name of "arc hysteresis." These phenomena are closely related to the fact that
the number of ions existing between the electrodes depends upon the current and the

temperature of the electrodes at the preceding instant, the number increasing as the

current and electrode temperature increase. Hence with rising current the number

of ions is less at a given current value than with decreasing current at the same current
value, and the voltage necessary to produce a given current is greater in the first
case than in the second for the same reason.
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the current passes through zero is comparatively very low, as the gaseous

path remains ionized even after the current has disappeared. This is due

to the fact that in an ionized gas a little time is always required before the
ionization has entirely disappeared [Art. 65a], and also largely to the fact
that the electrodes, as long as they remain in-
candescent, emit electrons which tend to ionize

the gas [Art. 42c].
130. Type I Oscillations. 7i < 7 . Con-

sider the arrangement shown in Fig. 280. The
resistance, RQ, and the coefficient of self-induc-

tion, 7/o, of the supply circuit are first chosen so

great that neither the current in the condenser

circuit, CLR, nor the conditions existing in the

arc can have an appreciable effect upon the

supply current, IQ, which may therefore be con-

sidered as constant.
In the case of type I oscillations, i.e., oscilla-

tions in which the amplitude, 7i , of the alternat-

ing current is less than the supply current IQ, the
current curve* is of the form of the heavy full
line curve shown in Fig. 281. It follows that
we obtain an undamped, almost sinusoidal, alter-

nating current in the condenser circuit with type I
oscillations. The voltage across the arc is not

sinusoidal, but varies about as shown by curve
V in Fig. 289.

The characteristic of the arc with these oscillationsf has the form of the
heavy full line curve of Fig. 282. The values of the supply current, 7o,

and of the D.C. voltage, VQ, corresponding to it| are shown as heavy

dashed lines which divide the

plane of the paper into four

quadrants marked 7, 77, 777,

IV. Now, not only for type 7

oscillations, but in all cases

where a direct and alternating

current are superimposed the

following condition holds: As

FIG. 280.

A A
W

FIG. 281.
long as the characteristic lies

within the quadrants II and IV,
energy is added to the alternating current, while when the characteristic

* In Fig. 281 and the following figures the ordinates to the left represent values

of /i, those to the right, of / (current in the arc = /o + /i).
f And with homogeneous carbons and slow oscillations.

} In the static characteristic.
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lies in the other two quadrants, 7 and ///, energy is taken from the
alternating current. The diagram, however, gives no indication of the

amount of the energy changes.

131. Type II Oscillations. / io > 7 ; No Re-ignition. As soon as the

amplitude of the alternating current, Ji, becomes greater than the supply

current, Jo, then during the half period in which /i, flowing through

FIG. 283.

the path AB (Fig. 280), has the opposite sign (direction) to that of / , the

current/ = /i + /o in AB must = 0. Consequently the arc is extinguished

and does not form again until the voltage, V, across the electrodes has

reached the value of the breakdown potential, Vz .

a. Figs. 283, 284 and 285* represent a series of cases diagrammatically,

under the assumption that the ignition of the arc takes place suddenly

FIG. 284. FIG. 285.

and that the voltage across the arc while burning, Vb, remains constant.
Fig. 283 represents the case in which the current amplitude in the con-

denser circuit, /!<,, is only slightly greater than the supply current /o; in

* Figs. 283 to 287 and 290 are drawn from figures of H. BARKHAUSEN. 212 In
these figures the full line voltage curve represents the voltage between the condenser

coatings, while the heavy dashed curve gives the arc voltage.
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Fig. 284 7i is much greater than IQ. In both cases it is assumed that the

damping of the natural oscillations of the condenser circuit is not appre-

ciable (R is very small). The effect of having the natural oscillations

more highly damped is shown in Fig. 285, which in all other respects rep-

resents the same conditions as Fig. 283.

In each period, T, there are two different portions, viz., the subperiod,

Ti, called the "discharging stage," during which the arc burns (7 is not

zero), and the subperiod, T2, the "charging stage," during which the

condenser acquires its charge, the arc being extinguished and the current

/ = 0.

During the first subperiod, TI, the curve of the current, /i, in the con-

denser circuit is part of a sine curve* i.e., we have an ordinary alter-

nating current. During the second portion, T2, the current is a direct

current /i = IQ. The voltage, V, across the condenser coatings varies

correspondingly: during 7\ it is oscillatory, during Tz it rises from the

value Fa , at which the arc was extinguished, to the value, V2) at which

it is again ignited, rising approximately in a straight line.f
The voltage, F, across the arc falls abruptly from the value, Vz , which

it has at the moment of ignition, to the value, F&, which it has during the

t \

^4- ^ _^

*o Jro 7 +/]^/

V t 1

o /j
,

I

FIG. 286. FIG. 287.

time of burning and then remains constant during the entire time TI.
During the time, T%, in which the arc is extinguished, and hence no cur-

rent is flowing through the arc, the voltage V is practically identical
with V c (voltage across condenser coatings) ; only with relatively high re-
sistance, Ri, and the consequent high damping, does V differ somewhat
from F c .

b
. The assumed conditions governing Figs. 283, 284 and 285, would

give an arc characteristic of the form of Fig. 286. Actual experimental

* With decreasing amplitude, if there is any damping.

f It is assumed that 7 = const. The actual form of the charging curve depends
upon the capacity of the condenser, the resistance, R , and the self-induction, L

(the dynamo voltage being assumed constant). If L is very great then the charging
curve is almost a straight line, 213 while if R is very large and L is very small, the
curve is a more or less straight portion of an exponential curve. 214
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observation, however, produces the form shown in Fig. 287. It follows
therefore that the assumptions made in a are not quite correct. The ig-
nition is not so sudden and the voltage does not fall abruptly from Vz to
Vb, nor does it remain entirely constant while the arc is burning, but
rises slightly just before the arc is extinguished. Hence the variation

A A/ V . / \
/ ^ .^ /-** - -1 -_>^. 1^ . -f

/ /
FIG. 288. FIG. 289.

of voltage must be about as represented by the curve of Fig. 288. This
compares well with the curve of Fig. 289 which A. BLONDEL 212 determined

experimentally.
There is another point in which the actual facts differ from the as-

sumptions made in a, according to which the voltage Vc , across the con-

denser coatings could not rise above the terminal voltage of the dynamo.

As a matter of fact it may under certain conditions rise to a much higher

value.

That this may be possible is understood if we consider that a change

in Jo the previous assumption that

/o is constant is not entirely correct

may produce higher potentials be-

cause of the self-induction, Z/o, by

adding to the voltage across the con-

denser terminals [see Art. 1156].

Whether this is always the sole ex-

planation is a question which need

not be further investigated here.

132. Type III Oscillations /i >

7 ; Re-ignition Present. Fig. 285

shows that at the moment the arc is

extinguished, the voltage across the

electrodes jumps from the normal

value Vb to the value Va . Va is not as high as the ignition voltage Vz ,

which is just sufficient to start the arc at the end of the charging stage,

T2. Under certain conditions in fact, the gas between the electrodes

may still be so largely ionized immediately after the arc is extinguished,
that a much lower voltage, e.g., Va , suffices to at once re-ignite the arc

("re-ignition").

FIG. 290.
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If this is the case, then the oscillatory discharge of the condenser con-

tinues, until finally the voltage Va becomes too low to maintain the arc

which is then extinguished. Hence, we obtain oscillations of the form of

Fig. 290 or 291. The latter form is practically a representation of a rapid
sequence of the natural oscillations of the condenser circuit. It is noth-

ing more nor less than the form of oscillation whose practical application

was discussed in Chap. VII.*

FIG. 291.

133. Energy of the Oscillations. a. Type I Oscillations. Experience

has shown that these cannot be produced so as to give great energy by such

means as are known, the difficulty of obtaining high power increasing as

the frequency becomes higher.

b. Type II Oscillations. Under the same assumptions upon which

Fig. 285 was based (7o = const., V = const, and during time arc is burn-

ing V = Vb) } the energy which is supplied to the oscillation during one

period by the direct current, and hence the maximum which can possibly

be drawn from the oscillation, is approximately

R
2L

Ti- e

where C, R and L are the capacity, resistance and coefficient of self-in-

duction of the condenser circuit. Hence with R and L and also Vb con-

stant, the energy increases very rapidly with increasing ignition voltage.

c. Type III Oscillations. In the pure form of these oscillations (Fig.

291) we deal practically with the natural oscillations of the condenser

* The natural oscillations of a condenser circuit discussed in Chap. I are also

practically the same as those described here. The difference is merely that in the

case mentioned in Chap. I, the supply current is not constant or even nearly so,

but varies widely with the time, being furnished from either an induction coil or an

A.C. transformer.
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circuit. The energy which is transferred in one discharge, is approxi-
mately [Art. 66].

at the same time the highest voltage, Vz , which occurs across the con-
denser, may, under certain circumstances, be greater than the dynamo
voltage (see Art. 1316). The energy consumed per second by the oscilla-
tions is

r . \ cvs

where is the discharge frequency. This depends upon the rapidity with
which the condenser becomes fully charged again after discharging; for a

given capacity, it increases as the supply current, /o is increased.
134. Frequency of the Oscillations. 215 a. The frequency of type I

oscillations is determined partly by the self-induction and capacity of the
condenser circuit, partly by the characteristic of the arc. The frequency
is always somewhat lower than the theoretical value of the natural fre-

quency of the condenser circuit as obtained by THOMSON'S equation from

the known values of the coefficient of self-induction and the capacity, but

the difference is never very large.
6. In type II oscillations the period T consists of two parts, T\ and

T2. The length of the discharging period, TI, is determined first of all by

the period of the natural oscillations of the condenser circuit and the ratio

7i :/o; secondly, by the damping of the natural oscillations (see Figs.

283 and 285). The second or charging period, T^, is the interval from

the time the arc is extinguished to the time it is again ignited. The period

of the oscillation, T = TI + T 2, can therefore not be found even approxi-

mately by means of THOMSON'S equation, as it depends materially upon

the rapidity with which the condenser becomes charged, i.e., upon condi-

tions in the supply circuit.

A consideration of practical importance is that not only the amplitude

but also the length of the period and hence the frequency varies if there is
any slight change in the voltage at which the arc ignites. This is what gen-

erally happens as soon as there is the least change in the electrodes. The
extent of the change in 7

7
2 depends largely upon the manner in which

the voltage rises to the ignition point after the arc has been extinguished
and upon the manner in which the voltage, V, across the electrodes rises. *

c. For the pure type III oscillations^ (Fig. 291), practically the same

* At the points where the V curve (Fig. 283 et seq.) cuts the "ignition character-
istic" (abscissae time, ordinates a Vz) the V curve must be much steeper than the

ignition characteristic so that ignition always takes place promptly. The ignition
characteristic becomes steeper, the more rapidly the ionization of the gas disappears.

f Type II oscillations of the kind shown in Fig. 290 are in general entirely irregular
and quite useless.
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may be stated as for the natural oscillations of condenser circuits pro-
duced by an induction coil or similar device [Chap. I]. The effect of the

arc on the period* is not appreciable, the frequency, therefore, is constant

and determined by the self-induction and capacity from THOMSON'S

equation; as long as the distance between the electrodes is at least 2 mm.

If this distance is very small, so that the deionization becomes very rapid,

then in this case also, the frequency may be considerably lower than would

be expected from THOMSON'S equation [Art. 5c].

135. Practical Conclusions! for Type II Oscillations. Type / oscil-

lations, because of their low energy are of no practical importance.

Only Type II oscillations are used for radio-telegraphy with undamped

oscillations.

In practice it is important to give the oscillations as much energy as

possible % and to keep the frequency as nearly constant as possible.

a. The requirement of maximum energy leads to the maximum igni-
tion voltage [Art. 1336]. This can be provided for in two ways, viz.,

1. By lengthening the charging stage, T2, as much as possible, so as to

give the gas plenty of time to deionize.

2. By the use of special means for rapid deionization of the gas.

The first method involves the danger of destroying the constancy of the

frequency [Art. 136c]. Moreover, the longer T 2 is made, the more does

the current curve tend to differ from the sinusoidal form (see Fig. 284),

i.e., the upper partial oscillations come into prominence in addition to the

fundamental. The energy of the partial oscillations is wasted, however,

for in practice, when coupling or when using a tuned receiver, only the

fundamental oscillation is effective.

As a matter of fact, therefore, it is best to work with oscillations in
which the subperiod, T2, is relatively short, and in which, therefore, / lo is

not much different from 7o (Fig. 285).
b. Then, however, it is especially important to obtain a very rapid

'growth of the ignition voltage by special means, i.e., to deionize the gas in the

path of the arc as rapidly as possible. Necessary precautions for this
result are as follows:

1. Removal of the ionized gas from the space between the electrodes.

The spontaneous deionization of the gas in the path of the arc, due to

the ions recombining, is in general too slow to be effective at the high

* That is
,

the period of the damped oscillations (T in Fig. 291) which come into
consideration for practical use.

f Strictly speaking, conclusions may be drawn from what has preceded only if

the condenser circuit is not coupled to some other circuit. If it is loosely coupled

to another circuit, the conditions will presumably change but very little, but with
close coupling they will change very much. Systematic investigation of the coupling
of Type // oscillations has to date been made only at low frequencies (S. SuBKis 970

).

J The important thing, of course, is to take as much energy as possible from the

oscillations.
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frequencies involved. Moreover, as the electrodes are not so very close

together as with quenched spark gaps, deionization by absorption at
the electrodes and by an electric field cannot amount to much. Diffusion
into the outer space is far more effective, particularly if the coefficient of

diffusion of the gas in question is high; hence hydrogen, having the
highest coefficient of diffusion, gives the best results. The most effective

means of removing the ions in the space between the electrodes is the

use of a magnetic blowout, as this acts while the current is still flowing,
driving the arc and the gas contained in the arc out of the innermost

recesses between the electrodes. 111

The use of a mechanical air blower for this purpose hardly offers any
advantages. To be effective the velocity of the current of air or gas blown
must be such that each particle of the air moves through a distance of at
least 1-2 mm. during the half period of an oscillation (at X = 1000 m., this
would be 1.5 X 10~ 6

sec.). Such high velocities, however (600 to 1200

m. per sec. under the assumptions made), aside from the complications in-
volved, would produce such eddies between the electrodes as to defeat the

very object in view and make a complete removal of the ions in the path
of the arc impossible, in spite of the high velocity.

2. Prevention of the ionizing effect of the incandescent electrodes,
particularly of the anode. The following are various methods for pre-
venting or at least reducing this effect.

a. Cooling the anode, at which the development of heat is particularly
great.

Cooling the anode as a whole is relatively a simple matter. Water or

air cooling, the latter preferably aided by ventilators or a ribbed con-

struction of the anode, suffice. But it is much more difficult to prevent
local heating at the point where the arc originates and at which the emis-

sion of electrons continues after the charging stage. This detrimental
effect can be mitigated by:

a. Use of a metal having very high heat conductivity (as copper or sil-

ver) for the anode.*

/?
. Surrounding the electrodes by a gas having very high heat con-

ductivity; in this respect, hydrogen, which has the greatest heat conduc-
tivity of all the gases, is best.

7. Hydrogen, moreover, has the advantage of preventing the forma-

tion of metallic oxides and even reducing any previously existing oxides,
which are particularly active in the emission of electrons when incandes-
cent. This is also true to a certain extent of an enclosed arc-lamp.

b. Rotating one or both of the electrodes tends to reduce local heating
only if it is so rapid that the base of the arc is moved sufficiently far in
each period as to occur at a point not yet materially heated in the succeed-

* Homogeneous carbon is used universally for the cathode. This difference or
asymmetry of the two electrodes is also of value in that it prevents re-ignition.
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ing period. This, however, would require a speed of rotation of a much

higher order than is ever used.

c. The subdivision of the arc into several partial arcs [Art. 123c] in

series is often advantageous. With the same total voltage and the same

current, about the same amount of heat is developed in all the partial arcs

as in the equivalent single arc, but the heat given off is much greater in the

combined partial arcs than in the single arc.

The problem of deionizing the gaseous path of the arc during the charg-

ing stage and keeping it deionized increases in difficulty, other things

being equal, as the frequency of the oscillation is increased, the time avail-
able for the deionization being correspondingly shortened, and as the cur-

rent and hence also the heating of the electrodes and the number of ions

formed are increased. Therein lies the main explanation of the relative

ease with which undamped oscillations of low frequency and energy can be

obtained, while for a long time no one succeeded in obtaining undamped
oscillations of such frequency and energy as are needed in radio-telegraphy .

c. Amount of Capacity Allowable. Let the dynamo voltage and the

frequency of the oscillations be given. Then the energy supplied to
the condenser circuit per second is proportional to the capacity in this

circuit [Art. 1176]. Hence, from this standpoint, a larger capacity is
advantageous. On the other hand a larger capacity necessitates a larger
current amplitude, 7i , in the condenser circuit, and as this must not be

much larger than the supply current, 7 [see a], the latter must also

be larger. But the greater the current through the arc becomes, the
more intense will be the heating of the electrodes and the ionization of
the gas in the path of the arc and the less effective, therefore, will be

the curative methods given in b.

Consequently, indefinitely increasing the capacity soon becomes detri-
mental to the best results, so that in generating undamped oscillations
by the arc method we are obliged to work with relatively small capacity
and large self-induction in the primary circuit.

136. Regularity of Type II Oscillations (K. VoLLMER 115
). It is evi-

dently extremely probable that the burning of the arc causes the electrodes
gradually to change, much more so, in fact, than in an oscillating damped
condenser circuit of low discharge frequency, in which the gap is without
current the greater part of the time. Every change in the path of the arc,

however, will alter the ignition voltage and thereby the frequency and

wave-length, as well as the energy and amplitude of the oscillations.
a. These fluctuations may be subdivided into the following classes :

1. Slight fluctuations in arcs without transverse magnetic field, these

being either

a. Rapid fluctuations, or

(3
. Slow changes.

16
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2. Great fluctuations in arcs having transverse magnetic field and

caused by this field.

The cause for 1 in arcs with no transverse magnetic field is no doubt the
following : The arc, while burning, eats its way into the electrode (or

electrodes) thereby gradually lengthening the arc and increasing the igni-
tion voltage, so that the frequency and amplitude of the oscillations are

also gradually changed thereby. This continues until the arc finds more
favorable conditions at some neighboring point, to which it then jumps
with the result that the arc length, ignition voltage, frequency and am-

plitude also take a jump in the opposite direction. (The individual de-

FJG. 292.

pressions or cavities which the arc had eaten out, on its way around the
hollow cylindrical electrode are easily recognizable in the accompanying
photograph, Fig. 292.)

Tests have shown that changes in the wave-length and in the ampli-
tude occur in conjunction with changes in the average arc potential, in
fact the wave-length variation is directly proportional to the mean arc
potential variation. Other things being equal, it (the mean arc potential

variation) increases with increasing capacity, decreasing supply current
and decreasing wave-length (increasing frequency).

The extent of the fluctuations depends very largely upon the construc-

tion of the lamp. 115 In a lamp made by VOLLMEU and copied from that of
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the Physikalische Reichsanstalt, he found that when the adjustment
was particularly good, at X = 2000 m. the intensity variation was about
2 per cent., the frequency variation about 0.03 per cent., and at X = 700m.
the frequency variation was about 0.18 per cent.

b. The results of these fluctuations are disturbances which interfere
with the practical application of the oscillations as well as with any
measurements.

The rapid intensity fluctuations which occur in lamps without a trans-
verse field are harmless, as the measuring instruments or detectors used

do not respond to them, but indicate the average value. The slow fluc-
tuations, however, may at times be very annoying especially in connection
with measurements.

FIG. 293.

The frequency fluctuations interfere particularly if the arc circuit is

very loosely coupled to a secondary circuit, (1) by flattening the reso-

nance curve, reducing the sharpness of resonance and, (2) by materially

reducing the current effect at resonance.
1. In Fig. 293 the broken line curve is the resonance curve which ought

to be obtained by the action of an undamped oscillation of constant fre-

quency upon a secondary circuit whose decrement, di = 0.005. The full-
line curve is the resonance curve obtained with the same secondary circuit,

if the frequency (or wave-length) of the undamped primary circuit fluctu-
ates back and forth at a uniform rate between the limits X + X' and X X',

X
7 being only 0.05 per cent, of X. It will be noted that even with this

small fluctuation the resonance curve suffers a considerable flattening and

reduction in height from its ideal form.

The resonance curves obtained from arcs with a transverse field are of

the form of the full-line curve shown in Fig. 294 (d 2 = 0.012) ; here the

difference from the dashed curve, which would be obtained with constant

frequency using the same secondary circuit, is much greater. (The peaks

of the two curves were drawn alike in height intentionally.) From the
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shape of the curve it is evident that the fluctuations which occur are not
symmetrical with respect to a mean value, but (similarly to the brush
discharge of condensers [Art. 86]) the frequency lies mainly near a certain
value (corresponding to 2 = 1450) from which it gradually fluctuates
to a lower value (corresponding to C 2 = 1480).

2. The changes in the current effect caused by the frequency fluctua-
tions, may be quite considerable, as is shown by the following tabulation
which is based on the assumption that the fluctuations are symmetrical,
amounting to 0.03 per cent, on each side of the mean value to which the
secondary circuit is tuned.

d 2 X = 2000 X = 1000 X = 500 m.

0.01 3 per cent. 24 per cent. 63 per cent.
0.03 0.5 per cent. 4 per cent. 16 per cent.

. 05 0.2 per cent. 1 . 5 per cent. 6 . 5 per cent.

Qualitatively, therefore, the effect of the frequency fluctuations is the same

as if the primary circuit had constant frequency but material damping.
c. In Art. 125 it was already pointed out that a transverse magnetic

field, which is very advantageous for the energy of the oscillations, is very
disadvantageous for their regularity. * This is true not only of the trans-
verse field, but more or less so of all agents which tend to increase the
energy. The explanation of this fact is simple enough. The require-
ment for maximum energy is the most complete deionization of the gase-

ous path of the arc during the charging stage, while on the other hand a

slight ionization or electrification of the gaseous gap is advantageous, in
fact is essential with low potentials [see Arts. 426 and 78c] for a sure and
accurate timing of the discharge. Hence we must fall back upon a com-
promise. This explains in part the use of carbon as the negative electrode,
in spite of the fact that its low heat conductivity lowers the ignition volt-
age. This also explains why the strength of the transverse magnetic
field is in general not made very great, sacrificing a further increase in the
energy of the oscillations.

Somewhat of an exception to this rule is encountered in the use of
hydrogen, one of whose properties tends greatly to increase the regularity
of the oscillations; namely, the relatively low breakdown potential of
hydrogen corresponding to a given gap length [Art 42c]. The consequence

thereof is that with a given voltage (ignition voltage) the distance between
the electrodes can be made considerably greater when hydrogen is used

than, for example, with air. Hence any change in the arc length (say due

to eating away or volatilization of the electrodes) amounts to a lower per-

* The extent of the fluctuations depends upon the construction of the lamp in
this case also. Good regularity can be obtained with lamps having a transverse
magnetic field (see Art. 1916), but this is a much more difficult attainment than with
lamps having no transverse field.
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centage of the initial length with hydrogen than with air, so that the re-

sultant change in the potential and hence also in the wave-length and in-
tensity is less than with air.

137. The Terms "Spark" and "Arc." 217 Doubt has occasionally

been expressed of late as to whether the phenomenon in the gap consti-

tuted a " spark" or an "arc" in a given case.

In the two limiting cases there is never any doubt. Everybody speaks

of " sparks" when, as in the early construction of the BRAUN transmitter,

only a few, say ten to twenty discharges per second occur. Here the periods

during which current flows through the gap are separated by long in-
tervals of currentlessness, so to say, and the total time during which there
is no current in the gap is much greater than the total time during which

current flows through the gap. Here, then, both eye and ear receive evi-
dence of intermittent discharges (limiting case 7).

Again, everybody would call the phenomenon obtained in the gap
between the electrodes, with undamped oscillations of type / or II, an

"arc." In type / the gap is never without current, in type // the periods
with and without current alternate so rapidly that neither human sight
nor hearing can distinguish between them (limiting case //).

Between these two limiting cases, however, are various intermediate

forms, e.g., the case of damped oscillations at a very high discharge

frequency. Here the total time of currentlessness becomes about equal
to or even less than the time of current in the gap; at any rate the eye can

here no longer distinguish the individual discharges and the ear at best
can discover the presence of intermittent discharges only in the tone or
note emitted by the gap.* Whether, in this case, we speak of sparks on

the basis that the form of the discharges is inherently the same as in lim-
iting case /, or whether we speak of an arc, in view of the fact that in lim-
iting case II, the duration of current is of the same order as the duration

of currentlessness, is a matter of individual preference. At any rate, it
is advisable in such a case to obtain by actual test (e.g., by means of a

discharge analyzer or a BRAUN tube) an exact picture of the time varia-
tion of the discharges, rather than to dispute the propriety of the name

given to the phenomenon in question.

* In scientific and patent literature it is often claimed for some particular device

or arrangement that it will generate undamped oscillations. If such a claim is based

solely upon the arc-like appearance or sound in the gap, it must not be accepted with-
out further conclusive evidence.


